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What's ItAll About? Literacy Research and Civic

Responsibility
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of British Columbia

As my term as your President draws to a close, I want to speak with you today aboUt a topic
much larger than my own research or any particular strand of research that has been and will be
presented here at our NRC 2006. Along with all of the organizational responsibilities that the
NRC President faces and struggles with over the year, the position of President also positions one
to step back and view the field of literacy and literacy research as a whole and in relationship to
other human endeavors. My experiences this year, as well as this impending Presidential Address,
led me to examine that age-old question, "What's It All About?" Specifically, what's the purpose
of all of this research endeavor? The doing of literacy research consumes an incredible amount of
our time. How many hours a week do each of you spend on writing research proposals? Collecting
data? Running research meetings? Analyzing data? Writing conference proposals? Preparing
conference presentations? Writing research results up for publication? Rewriting research results
for publication? I suppose we could all play a game with each other called, "Who Spends The
Most Time on Research?" But the point is that we all spend an incredible amount of time, effort,
money, and intellectUal struggle and commirment doing what we do: Literacy research, research
on reading and writing, and, quoting from the present list of NRC research areas: Pre-Service
Teacher Education and Literacy; In-service Teacher Education and Literacy, Literacy Instruction
and Literacy Learning, Literacy Assessment; Early and Elementary Literacy Processes; Adolescent,
College, and Adult Literacy; Social, Cultural, and Political Issues of Literacy Practice; Literacy
Learning and Practice in Multilingual and MulticultUral Settings; Text Analysis/Child, Young Adult,
and Adult literatUre; and Literacy, Technology, and Media.
As to my question, "What's It All About?" there are various ways to answer this, and each
of us will have a slightly different take on why we do what we do. Clearly, it's partly about tenure
and promotion. Equally, it's about doing what's expected of you within your job descriptions and
involves supporting a family, paying the mortgage, and so on. However, from the position of the
"long view" that I was allowed to take this year, I found myself focusing on what, to me, seems to be
unarguable: Literacy research is ultimately about providing the information needed for schools and
communities to develop and provide fully informed citizens who are capable of using the literacy
skills, including the thinking skills, necessary to contribUte to the well-being of the world. This is
the civic responsibility that is so much a part of educational theory.

MORE THAN ACHIEVEMENT SCORES OR CREDENTIALING
By arguing that the ultimate goal of our research is the creation of fully informed citizens who
can and will participate actively in their civic duties for the good of society and humankind, I am
obviously arguing for a life-span frame, or perspective, for literacy research and, by implication,
literacy education. I am suggesting that we lift our heads up, both as researchers and as teachers,
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and ask, "Where is this going? Why am I doing this? Why am I, as a classroom teacher, planning

defined literacy as "using printed and written information to function in society, to achieve one's

these lessons/asking my srudents to do these things? What's it all about?"

goals, and to develop one's knowledge and potential" (pg. 2).
Within this definition, the NALS, IALS, and ALL were constructed as criterion-referenced

Now the answer to this is not as obvious as some might suggest. Most of us are aware of the
assumption that is prevalent in the arena of literacy education and research that if srudents learn to

assessments, using three different scales to represent three types of literacy: Prose Literacy,

read according to some criterion, whether it is a score on an achievement test, a passing grade, or

Document Literacy, and Quantitative Literacy.

a diploma, then they are capable of, and will, apply those literacy skills in their lives. This makes

They define these three areas in this way:

the answer to "What's It All About?" easier since we can focus more short term on teaching what is

1. Prose literacy: The knowledge and skills needed to understand

and use information

srudents

from texts that include editorials, news stories, poems, and fiction; for example, finding a piece

to achieve a higher score on an achievement test, a passing grade, or a diploma. So the answer ftom

of information in a newspaper article, interpreting instructions from a warranty, inferring a theme

this more truncated perspective is: I do this (my research or my teacher education or my literacy

from a poem, or contrasting views expressed in an editorial.

needed--or

providing the research information and insight to facilitate this teaching-for

teaching) to improve reading achievement scores or writing scores. Or I do this to improve school
retention rates: or I do this to improve Grade I passing rates, and so on.
However, taking a historical perspective, Carl Kaestle and his co-authors in his book Literacy
in the United States (Kaestle, Damon-Moore,

Stedman, Tinsley, & Trollinger, 1991) makes a

2. Document literacy: The knowledge and skills required to locate and use information
contained in materials that include job applications, payroll forms, transportation schedules, maps,
rabIes, and graphs; for example, locating a particular intersection on a street map, using a schedule
to choose the appropriate bus, or entering information on an application form.

convincing argument for an increased focus on the usesof literacy by adults along with a decreased

3. Quantitative literacy: The knowledge and skills required to apply arithmetic operations,

emphasis on achievement test scores. He cites data, that some researchers are already familiar with

either alone or sequentially, using numbers embedded in printed materials; for example, balancing

and understand, that show that the relationship berween scores on reading achievement tests and

a checkbook, figuring out a tip, completing an order form, or determining the amount of interest

functional literacy ability is never direct and clear but more complexly related. Kaestle, et al. provide

from a loan advertisement. (pg. 3-4, Kirsch, et al.)

a spatial metaphor to consider both the differences and the relationships berween literacy skills as
they are taught and measured in school (i.e., reading achievement) and literacy skills as they are
practiced outside of school (Le., functional literacy).

The ALL added problem solving and, indirectly, familiarity with and use of information and
communication technologies as foundational skills to be measured.
Each scale used scaled scores and criterion levels for reporting degrees of proficiency from

On the vertical axis would be reading achievement. "School reading is embodied in a sequential

limited to advanced. The scores on each scale range from 0-500. There are five criterion levels for

curriculum, and children are tested frequently as they move up through a hierarchy of graded skills

each scale. It serves my purpose today to examine the criterion levels for the prose literacy scale,
although clearly all three are closely interrelated.

and content," (p. 76-78) they explain. On the horiwntal would be reading in the world outside of
school. "Functional literacy outside of school is less structured, less hierarchical. It involves a greater
variety of materials and settings and is often used to accomplish practical tasks" (pg. 76-78).

On the prose scale, task items with low scale values ask readers to locate or identifY information
in brief, familiar, or uncomplicated

materials, while those with high scale values ask readers to

For Kaestle, et al. this metaphor is useful because the rwo dimensions intersect at any point.

perform more demanding activities using materials that are lengthier, unfamiliar, or complex. These

They suggest that at any point of reading achievement, one could trace the application of those skills

descriptions come from the presentations of the NALS, on which the IALS was modeled, by Kirsch,
et al. in 1993.

horiwntally out into some non-school siruations. In rurn, for any real-world literacy use, one could
ask how demanding the reading tasks are on a vertical scale. It occurs to me that this would be useful
for badly needed research on the relationships berween literacy in use and literacy as taught and
measured in school! At this point, though, it is enough to say that literacy in use, as practiced by the
products of our educational systems, is not directly predicted or explained by reading achievement,
by literacy as taught and measured in school.

Prose Level 1: Tasks in Level I require the reader to locate and match a single piece
ofinformation in the text. Typically the match berween the question or directive and
the text is literal. The text is usually short or has organizational aids like headings or
italics that suggest where the information can be found. For example, one item asks
test takers to read a newspaper article about a marathon swimmer and to underline
the sentence that teUs what she ate during the swim.

In fact, researchers of adult literacy have acted upon this fact in their attempts to provide

Prose Level 2: Tasks in Level 2 also ask readers to locate information, but more

measures of adult literacy abilities. Through efforts to document and describe literacy rates around

demands are placed on the reader. They may require readers to match more than a
single piece of information in the text and to discount information that only partially
satisfies the question. Low-level inferences may be required. For example, in one
task, readers are asked to identifY specifically what was wrong with an appliance by
choosing the most appropriate of four statements describing its malfunction. Readers
in this level may also be asked to infer a recurring theme. For example, one task asks
readers to read a poem that uses several metaphors to represent a single, familiar
concept and to identifY its theme.

the world, organizations like UNESCO

and individual national governments have chosen to

measure what people can do with literacy. Both the National Assessment of Literacy Survey (NALS,
the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS), and the ALL (Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey)
are based on a definition of literacy that "stands in contrast to arbitrary standards of adult literacy
ability used by previous measures such as signing one's name, completing five years of school, or
scoring at a particular grade level" (Kirsch, Jungeblut, Jenkins, & Kolstad, 1993, pg. 2). Rather, they

.
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Prose Level 3: A relatively easy Level 3 item asks readers to write a short letter
explaining that an error has been made on a credit card bill. Others require readers
to find information in fairly dense text. One of the more difficult items in this level
requires readers to read a magazine article and provide two facts that support an
inference made from the text.
Prose Level 4: The tasks in Prose Level 4 require readers to perform multiple-featUre
matches across and within complex or lengthy passages. More complex inferences
are needed. Further, readers must take into consideration conditional information
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My second purpose for presenting you with this information about the lALS and NALS is to
help us explore together how we, as a field of literacy researchers and educators, have failed to do
our jobs; how we have failed our individual national publics and our collective world community.
This assertion is based on the assumption that our job, or ultimate goal, as literacy researchers is
to inform and facilitate literacy instruction in ways that lead to fully literate adults, who use their
literacy proficiencies for the good of society. The description of the lALS, NALS, and ALL are
meant to provide us with an example of ways to assess, or consider, functional literacy proficiency

presented in the texts. A relatively easy task at this level requires the reader to
synthesize the repeated statements of an argument from a newspaper column to
generate a theme or organizing principle. A more difficult item in Level 4 requires the
reader to contrast the two opposing views stated in the newspaper feature that presents
two experts' views on the existence of technologies that can be used to produce more
fuel-efficient cars.

and how successful we have been at meeting this ultimate goal.

Prose Level 5: Some tasks in this level require the reader to search for information
in dense text which contains a number of plausible distracters. Others ask readers to
make high-level inferences or use specialized background knowledge. Some items ask
readers to contrast complex information. For example, one task with an average Level
5 difficulty value asks readers to read information aboUt juty selection and service and
then to interpret that information to identifY two ways in which prospective jurors
may be challenged.

at risk for quite a while. In the U.S. the 1983 report, A Nation at Risk, issued by the Federal

Levels 4 and 5 have been combined in later versions of the IALS.

"NATION(S) AT RISK"
Education and educational research has been under attack and accused of putting nations
Department of Education under the administration of Ronald Reagan (National Commission of
Excellence in Education, 1983) claimed that American education was rife with failures, putting the
U.S. at risk oflosing its competitive edge in the world. This obsession with the supposed failures of
education played out also in other developed countries. In the UK, the Reading Reform Foundation
lobbied long and hard to insert more synthetic phonics into the early reading curriculum, although
the U.K. does not seem to brandish a big political club over issues such as this. In Australia, the

The makers of these adult literacy assessments acknowledge that this survey of literacy

"return to basics" movement dominated for a while, focusing on teaching phonics instead of whole

proficiency does not in any way reflect the different lives that people lead, the different texts they

language. This movement was apparently heavily influenced by what was happening in the U.S. and

encounter, nor the different literacy demands that they will encounter as the result of living and

has now shifted from "basics" to "performance."

working within a range of different social and cultUral contexts. However, it does sample the
different literacy demands encountered across a range of life contexts.
My first purpose in going into this in some detail is to underscore my claim, and to support
my argument, that when we, as literacy researchers and as literacy educators, consider "What's It All

In Canada, the Fraser Institute (a right-wing "think tank") regularly ranks the schools,
public and private together, to arrive at a "report card" that is used to whip up dissarisfaction with
education.
The literacy field has for the most part been at the center of the target of this condemnation,

About?", we cannot assume that focusing on reading scores, passing grades, or diplomas is enough.

although certainly the fields of math education, science education, and to some extent histoty

That meeting these goals will lead to fully literate citizens of the world. No, it is more complex than

education have also felt the heat. We felt it strongly in 1983 and many of our own members took

that. And it is important, even critical, that we act on that complexity. That we reflect and think

part in providing a response to A Nation at Risk and an agenda for literacy education and research

long and hard about the relationships between what we teach children in school and the ways in

with the report Becoming a Nation of Readers (1985), published by the Center for the Study of

which these stUdents will use their literacy skills acquired in school when they are adults.

Reading, directed by Dick Anderson. Recently, we again came under the gun as U.S. literacy

When the teachers that we, as literacy researchers, inform and train invoke guided reading in

researchers, teacher educators, and teachers were, and are being, unrelentingly attacked and held

their classrooms, do we know what their third grade students are going to do with this instruction
when they go out into the world? When the teachers we inform and train involve their stUdents

responsible for the purported decline in reading (forget about writing!) proficiency of U.S. students.

in Book Club discussion groups, do we know how this experience will inform their literacy

assumption that stUdents were performing less well than in the past on reading assessments and

lives as adults? When the teachers we inform and train teach their students to use strategies for
comprehending informational text, how do they, and we, think that this instruction will be

supported by "good," "scientific," research. Having lived in Canada now for two years, I can attest

Commissions were formed, expert panels convened, and reports were issued-all

based on the

on the assumption that this was because teachers were failing to teach reading in ways that were

embodied in their lives outside of school? When the teachers we inform and train employ methods

that these attacks, based on unsupported assumptions are growing in Canada as well. While each

to foster phonemic awareness in young beginning readers, do we think about how this skill will

countty has its own ways of embodying these types of ideological moves by governments, they do

serve their young students twenty years down the road when they encounter multiple texts across a
complex landscape of literacy demands?

look remarkably similar under the surface. Within the U.S., though, (and I suspect other national
contexts), the fact that the data do not support these warrants of declining effectiveness of schools,
and of literacy education in particular, raises for me the possibility of using the NALS, at least the
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Quantitative Literacy Scale as a screen for educational policy makers as well as elected officials
(see above). For more information on this, read and evaluate David Berliner's and Bruce Biddles'
award-winning

The Manufactured Crisis (1995). Based on the available evidence that I have read

and examined, this latest arrack on literacy research and literacy education is more ideological than
reality-based, although the claims do enlist some legitimate areas of concern for the field.
Bur I just said that I was going to focus us on how we, as literacy researchers and educa(Ors,
have failed (0 serve society. And so I will. A very compelling piece of evidence mat we have failed to
do our job and (0 meet our ultimate goal is staring us all in me face evety day: This is the propensity
for adults, many of whom are in positions of power, to misread texes, (0 base conclusions on only
some of the information in texts and ignore others, who demonsrrate the failure or the inability (0
locate imponant information in multiple texes and (0 synthesize general principles across mem; who
evidence the inability, or deliberate refusal, (0 understand data such as how test scores are derived,
what they really mean, how they relate to reality-issues

of validity and reliability.

This is the real failure of me professional literacy community: To work (Oward the creation
of readers who are, in the language of me IALS, "Proficient." It is in this respect that I believe we
can claim responsibility for failure. Ie is with this failure mat we have and are purring nations, and

Believing unreal claims of reality such as mose in tabloids, or passively allowing oneself (0
live in a Branded world created by unscrupulous business cartels, seems so familiar (0 us that these
beliefs are no longer noticed as aberrations by most of the people. They also are data for the claim
that we have failed society as a field.
I now turn to me literacy lapses and gaps that have more serious impacts on our collective wellbeing. It appears mat me vast majority of our previous students, me graduates of our educational
institutions, cannot perform literacy tasks mat are considered basic to functioning as fully informed
citizens. And mese failures have ominous resules. Probably one of me most striking examples of the
failure of me schools to produce critical readers and minkers, able to synthesize across texts and
call on background knowledge to arrive at conclusions, lies in me spectacle mat occurred in 2003
when me vast majority of the people in the United States, including vinually all of their elected
representatives, and every major and minor press ourlet, appeared (0 believe the governmental
assertion that Iraq did indeed possess weapons of mass destruction on the eve of me U.S. invasion.
How can it happen mat one of the most highly educated countries in the world could display such
an appalling lack of ability to read, (0 mink, (0 act?
Let us take a look at me texes and textual sources of information that would be needed to

collectively the world, at risk.

EVIDENCE
Let me share with you some anecdotal pieces of evidence that I have collected co suppon my
conclusion that we have been pan of an educational system that turns our aduIrs who cannot read
and evaluate information, who cannot read critically, and who cannot use these literacy skills (0
act in their own self-interest or in the interest of individual and collective nation states. Forgive me
for the eclectic narure of these examples. I collected mem serendipirously, but I believe that they
represent the breadth and depth of me problem.
I will stan with a fairly prosaic example, one that has been around for a long time: Tabloid
"newspapers" with headlines like "Bat Boy Found in Cave!" or "Baby with Four Heads Born (0
60-Year-Old Woman!" This type of "newspaper" is read widely around the world. All of us have
encountered them as we shop, usually as we wait to pay for our items. Ie is easy (0 scoff at mis type
of publication, but many of us know people who read these faithfully and who actually believe what'
they read-at

able to view mem and recognize which of eight different persuasive techniques the advenisers were
using.

least some of it. Think of it: People who can read these texes learned to read in some

son of instructional context, from a teacher of reading whose knowledge of reading memods and
reading research came from people like us. This, I assen, is a failure of literacy researchand literacy
education.
Advertisements, and meir effectiveness, represent anomer instance of failure to read critically.
People are asked to believe that young children should be "branded," wim designer wardrobes, that
buying a cenain type of car will arrract a sexy playmate, that smoking is sexy.
Many of us remember when the term "critical literacy" meant me ability (0 read "in berween
the lines" and step away from the text and make a judgment as (0 ies trum value. When I began
teaching reading in grades 7 and 8, me texes I was given (0 use included "lessons" on teaching
critical reading, and mese lessons inevitably taught about advenisemenes and how you should be

evaluate such a claim mat Iraq possessed weapons capable of inflicting great harm on the citizens
of the United States and its allies. Well, me obvious first ones would be the repeated repons of the
UN commissions sent into Iraq (0 look for mese weapons. Over and over again, the team led by
Hans Blitzer searched for mese weapons. This team reponed mat they could find no evidence of
the existence of such weapons. These reports, mese texts, were available to all, and not just in print,
and not just in me elite newspapers. Ie is tempting to conclude that mis literacy task was quite basic:
Find one piece of information in a text. However, it helped, in evaluating me evidence, (0 call upon
other texes to suppon or challenge your conclusions. For example, many national newspapers and

newsmagazinesreponed on me U.S. President'sdeep chagrin wim the 'wimp fac(Or' that dogged his
father when he pulled our of Iraq following me Kuwait, Desen Storm incursion. He was reponed,
in his own words, as determined (0 finish that batrle. So, in evaluating me claim that Iraq had
weapons of mass desrruction and merefore me U.S. and irs allies were required to invade (0 remove
me threat, readers needed (0 make inferences across texts-a

literacy task considered basic (0 full

literacy for full citizenry.
So why is it mat almost all of the elected officials in the U.S. and many other leaders and
people in omer countries could conclude that weapons of mass destruction did exist and (0 an
extent wormy of sending meir own children into war? Recenrly, the only defense put fonh by the
members of the U.S. Congress who approved me invasion of Iraq, who should have been capable
of using meir literacy skills more productively, has been mat they believed one piece of information
over all of the omers-me

assenion by the U.S. Secretaty of State that we had evidence that the

weapons were mere.
How would this be scored on the IALS? This (incredible) failure is our failure. We are
responsible for ensuring that all of our srudents (or at least the majority of them and, at the vety
least, me ones who assume dominant positions of power) are able to "Use printed and wrirren

..
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information to function in society, to achieve one's goals, and to develop one's knowledge and
potential (see IALS discussion, above)." To "function in society" also brings with it the responsibility
to function as a civic minded citizen in the best interests of society. The U.S. voters and their elected
representatives failed in this respect. They were our students. We apparendy failed them, and by
implication, society.

The ability to read, comprehend,

9
make inferences, and handle conditional

information

synthesized across texts is also lacking in other fields like science. Lisa Randall (2005), a professor
of physics at Harvard, wrote in a recent op-ed piece in The New York Times of the difficulty of
communicating significant scientific developments to the general public. She acknowledges that
some problems come from the esoteric nature of current scientific research and the related difficulty

We could perform the same exercise with the claim advanced by the present administration
of the U.S., and supported by the leadership of Britain, Australia, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and the Ukraine, that it would be possible and good to import Western
style democracy to Iraq. Granted, world histoty education has suffered from a Western bias for
years, but the history of the Persian and Ottoman empires is known to Westerners who take the time
to find it. Even the watered down histoty taught in school includes descriptions of tribal conflicts,
shifting alliances, colonization of the area and so on. Further, recent popular texts in newspapers
and magazines have included summaries of this histoty and this culture and used them to raise
doubts about the goal of imposing Western style democracy around the world. But it is necessary
that one reads these texts, all of them, including those that argue for the possibility (some said the
ease) of imposing Western perspectives on non-Westerners, and then: . . . read . . . and provide
rwo facts that support an inference made from the text. (Level 3, IALS) . . . perform multiplefeature matches across and within complex or lengthy passages. (Make) complex inferences . . .
take into consideration conditional information presented in the texts. . . synthesize the repeated
statements of an argument from a newspaper column to generate a theme or organizing principle
. . . contrast the rwo opposing views stated in (text) that presents rwo (or more) experts' views on
the (issue) (Level 4, IALS) . . . search for information in dense text which contains a number of
plausible distracters make high-level inferences or use specialized background knowledge
contrast complex information (levelS, IALS) (Kirsch, et aI., 1993).

What} It All About?

...

of fIDding what she refers to as faithful terminology. Complexity and abstraction is part of the
research, she acknowledges, but the communication

of the evolving findings of that research is

crucial to people's lives: research on global warming, cancer research, diet studies, and so on.
Another problem is jargon. Every special field has specialized terminology that is difficult to
comprehend from the outside. Randall uses the term "relativity" as an example. "Many interpret the
theory to mean that everything is relative and there are no absolutes. Yet although the measurements
any observer makes depend on his coordinates and reference frame, the physical phenomena
he measures have an invariant description that transcends that observer's particular coordinates.
Einstein's theory of relativity is really about finding an invariant description" (p. 2). She goes on to
give other examples of how the common interpretations of specialized terms are often significandy
different from their true definitions within the specialized field.
This is vocabulary knowledge! This is learning to read within different disciplines. This is the
responsibility of teachers: Content area teachers informed by literacy experts, people like us.
Here's another reflection from a public scholar and citizen: In an essay in The New York Times,
tirled "How to Make Sure Children Are Scientifically Illiterate," Lawrence Krauss, a professor
of physics and astronomy at Case Western, addresses the U.S. controversy of Creationism,

or

Intelligent Design versus Evolutionary Theory. In commenting on a statement by the then chairman
of a state school board, a veterinarian, who had openly stated that he believes that God created the
universe 6,500 years ago, Professor Krauss (2006) writes:

No one is saying this is easy. But it's what literacy education and literacy is supposed to be
about in the long run. Where have we been? How have we come to such a pass? This is our field!
Another example of what I am claiming is a failure of our field of literacy research to prepare
adequate cirizens comes from Bob Herbert's commentary in The New York Times (February 2,

A key concern should not be whether Dr. X's religious views have a place in
the classroom, but rather how someone whose religious views require a denial
of essentially all modern scientific knowledge can be chairman of a state school
board.

2005) on a stUdy commissioned by the James L. Knight Foundation of the beliefs and opinions
of American students (Yalof & Dautrich, 2005). Herbert repons: According to this study, only
about half of America's high school stUdents think newspapers should be allowed to publish freely,
without government approval of their stories. And a third say the free speech guarantees of the First
Amendment go "too far." A high school English teacher, a friend of mine, comments in an "email
(D. Roemer, p.ersonal communication, February 4, 2005):
This should shock the hell out of all of us but especially teachers. How is it that
the youngsters we "educate" believe, for example, that the government should
control what gets primed in the Newspapers? Forget NEASC, forget about
MCAS, forget about NCLB. Ie appears that we've left a whole generation of
stUdents behind in so far as their understanding of the constitution goes. It strikes
me that this calls for a radical realignment of curriculum. How does a five on an
AP test stack up against the quiescent relinquishment of free speech? We are in
deep, deep trouble, folks!

I have recendy been criticized by some for strenuously objecting in print to what
I believe are scientifically inappropriate attempts by some scientists to discredit
the religious faith of others. However, the age of the earth, and the universe, is no
more a matter of religious faith than is the question of whether or not the earth
is flat. Ie is a matter of overwhelming scientific evidence. To maintain a belief in
a 6,000 year-old earth requires a denial of essentially all the results of modern
physics, chemistry, astronomy, biology and geology. It is to imply that airplanes
and automobiles work by divine magic, rather than by empirically testable laws
(p. 15).
These failures to engage full, critical literacy skills in the products of our educational systems
and literacy curricula are apparent in searing social issues also. M;ican-American

scholar John

Hope Franklin, in an interview for The Sunday Times Magazine last year (2005), responded to the
inrerviewer's question as how he thought Hurricane Katrina has altered our view of race in this
country. Said Professor Franklin, "The tragedy is that Katrina changed our view at all. We should

~
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HOW CAN NRC RESPOND?

have known the things that Katrina brought out. . . It's a fundamemal problem of this coumry
coday, the lack of cricical thinking and judgmem on me part of the America!) cicizens" (p. 23).
I would clarifY this indictmem with a reminder for us mat cricical thinking and judgmem
results from careful and critical reading wimin and across texts, and those texts have been available
for a long time on this copic, but apparently have not been taken up by all. The pressing issue of
immigration, legal and illegal, is currently upon me U.S. public as well. Tony Horwitz, hiscorian
and aumor, writes in an op-ed piece in The New York Times (2006) of me historical illiteracy

I would like co put before you three ways that NRC, the largest organization of literacy
researchers in me world, can respond co this situation. These are the result of my own musings on
this topic and I expect, and hope, that many of you will have your own suggestions.
Adopt a Lifespan Vision of Literacy
First, I would like to see NRC adopt a lifespan vision of literacy, and thus, of literacy research.

running rampam among the concerned cicizens of mat coumry. He claims mat this appears co be

I would like to see this vision explicitly

true among supporters and opponems of tighter border control. Supporters obsess over me threat

need co embrace

to the nacionallanguage,

claiming English "is part of OUtblood." Even undocumemed immigrants

exists berween

framed

and acted upon. This means

research on K-12 and adult literacy. I know we do have a few adult literacy research

invoke our Anglo founders, waving placards mat read, "The Pilgrims didn't have papers."

presemations

Horwitz poims out mat four of me sample quescions on the natUralizacion test for the U.S.
ask about Pilgrims:

come co NRC with meir research on adult populacions

Noming in the sample exam suggests that prospeccive citizens need know
anyrhing that occurred on this cominem before the Mayflower landed in 1620.
Few people in the U.S. know mat me first European presence on presem day U.S.
soil was a Spaniard, Ponce de Leon, who landed in 1513 at a beach he christened
La Florida. Nor do they know that within mree decades of mis landing, the
Spanish became the first Europeans to reach the Appalachians, me Mississippi,
the Grand Canyon and the Great Plains. Spanish ships sailed along me East
Coast, penetracing to presem-day Bangor, Maine, and up the Pacific Coast as far
as Oregon (p. 9).

at the conference

focus primarily
research

each year, bUt mey are few and far berween. All of me researchers

on adult literacy. We have struggled

at NRC.

Several

years

mis award receive financial
so forth. This is a modest
years, no one submitted.

ago we set up me

the historical illiteracy of people who (in my

Parker

attendance

imemionally

and explicitly,

included
develop

co do just

mat.

such as travel, registration,

in mis Presidential
the rationale

and as it is practiced

our committees,

Winners

of

lodging and
Several

Address will help us, as

and purpose

throughout

statemems

that

the lifespan. I don't know

in our publications,

our research

and so on. I just know mat for it co be real, it needs to be about more

than trying to get more sessions on adult literacy research.

background informacion, old texts and new texts to arrive at new levels of knowledge and insighr.

presemation

over the past year and a half as each one seemed to indicate, or poim to, mis failure of literacy

that

This year was the first year that the award was given.

imerpreracion) "know how to read" but appear incapable of "reading proficiently," calling upon
I have more examples, but I believe that my poim has been made. I collected mese examples

Award

who

more adult literacy

award, but even so, we never have more than a few submissions.

say NRC is about literacy as it is karned

presemations,

more active in organizations

over the years co encourage

J. Michael

help with conference

I believe that some of me informacion
an organizacion,

are much

exactly how this lifespan frame would and could be operacionalized

And he goes on and on, documeming

that, first of all, we

research on literacy in adults. We need to aggressively seek co breach that wall that

of data mat is always viewed mrough

It needs co result in me concepcion

and

a lifespan vision of literacy, literacy development,

and literacy practice.
Expand the Construct of Literacy

research and educacion: to produce readers capable of: reading proficiemly; reading and symhesizing
across multiple texts co separate fact from opinion; recognizing themes; "(Using) primed and
written informacion co funccion in (and for) society, co achieve one's goals, and to develop one's

As part of mis new lifespan vision of literacy, I believe NRC needs to expand the construct of
literacy from which it operates and does its work, bom at the individual researcher level and at the

knowledge and potemial" (Kirsch, et al., 1993, p. 2).
To argue that me world is in dire need of such readers, I turn to Harold Pimer, Britain's

organizational level. This is my second recommendacion. We need co make room for equal attemion

renowned aUthor and playwright. In his acceptance speech for me Nobel Prize in Literature for

funccioning in society, "to achieve one's goals, and to develop one's knowledge and potential"

2005, Pimer, alter calling the United States and me Bricish leadership under Prime Minister Tony
Blair co task for hundreds of thousands of deaths, COtalcontempt for imernationallaw, outright lies
and linguistic manipulation, and the adoption of what in me U.S. administracion's own words they
call "full spectrum dominance" of the world, Pinter declared: "I believe that despite the enormous
odds which exist, unflinching, unswerving, fierce intellectual determinacion, as citizens, co define
the real trurh of our lives and our sociecies is a crucial obligation which devolves upon us all. It is
in fact mandatory" (p.13).
The tide of the lectUre is "Art, Truth & Policies." I ask you co consider how we, who have
undertaken to develop literate cicizens who can discern truth in and across written texts, should
take our place in this title.

to me differem textual genres that adults must negociate and use for successful and proficiem
(Kirsch, et al., p. 2).
By this I mean more than adding informational

books to literacy curriculums.

I mean

looking ahead co me future textual demands of our students. Just a few examples from the Adult
Literacy Surveys will remind you of what mese demands and genres are: edicorials, news stories,
poems, fiction, job applications, payroll forms, transportation schedules, maps, tables, and graphs,
checkbooks, order forms, and loan applications. We need co research the ways that school literacy
relates co oUt-of-school literacy practice; we need co help design curricula that include real-life
literacy practices wim real-life texts. Then we need co research the effecciveness of these insrruccional
schemes. We also need to retUrn to me old reading-across-me-curriculum

efforts, only this time

with a new focus on me future literacy needs of our stUdems. In the '60s, '70s and '80s, reading-

...
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across-the-curriculum efforts were formulated to help students read and understand their textbooks

Kraus. L. M. (8/1512006). How ro make sure children are scienrifically illiterate. Th~ N~w 10rk Tim~s, Section

better in their content areas and thus to improve their learning in those content areas. With a

2, pg. 15.
National Commission of Excellence in Education. (1983). A Nation at Risk: Th~ imp~rativ~ for ~ducational

lifespan perspective on literacy, our goal would be to teach our students (a) how to read, write,
and think within specific disciplines, but also how to read across texts acrossdifferent disciplines to
address real-life problems and issues.
Also as part of the expanded construct ofliteracy, across the lifespan, we need to do our work
with teachers, in curriculum development, and in policy in such a way that literacy instruction,
literacy .lessons at all levels and in all areas, always reflect the long-term goal of that instruction
which is the ability to read, comprehend, and synthesize across texts critically. Some of the ways I
see this working out, as an example, would be for even pre-school and kindergarten teachers to read
multiple texts to their stUdents and conduct discussions of them that require the children to draw
implications, information, and inferences across all of them; or for first and second grade teachers
to present their students with multiple passages for practice with short vowels, at the same time
co-constructing discussions of the content of all of them together, with an emphasis on "What do
you think?," Why?," What's your evidence?," and so on. Critical reading and thinking that calls on
multiple data points from multiple perspectives and texts should be required, and assessed, from the
beginning of literacy instruction on through adulthood.
How Does My Study Fit Into the Larger Picture?
This last suggestion is a recommendation

for a conceptUal strategy-a

strategy that I suggest

will help us work toward realizing our long-term goals, much as a driver must focus on the road
ahead in order to drive straight enough to reach his destination, or as a bicycle rider must look about
3 feet ahead of the front tire in order to stay upright and proceed down the road. I am suggesting
that each of us-in our individual research lives and communities-ask,
if not always be able to
answer: How does my study ultimately fit into this larger frame, this expanded construct, this
long-term purpose of literacy instruction? While rationale and implications sections do not usually
expand to include the answers to these grand type questions, they are valuable nonetheless. They
help us stay on the road and increase the likelihood that we will get where we want to go. So with
the futUre of society and its members (our stUdents) in mind, let's start asking ourselves: What's it
all about?
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